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The Fellowship of Postgraduate Medicine was
founded by a group of London consultants after
the First World War to assist postgraduates, parti-
cularly those coming to London from the Common-
wealth, to pursue their studies. The Fellowship first
published the Postgraduate Medical Journal to give
information about lectures, conferences and courses
and to provide a monthly review of all branches of
medicine.

Postgraduate Medical Journal publishes original
papers on subjects of current clinical importance
and welcomes review articles with extensive, up-to-
date bibliographies as guides to further reading.
Several symposia are published each year, each de-
voted to a single subject and written by specialists
in different disciplines. Most issues include authori-
tative Current Surveys of clinical problems, and well
documented Reports of cases of particular interest,
and Book Reviews.
A 'Notice to Contributors' is published on the

inside back cover of this issue. The Editor reserves
the right to make changes which may clarify or
condense papers where this is considered desirable.
The Journal is covered by Current Contents and

Biological Abstracts.
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The Editor, The Postgraduate Medical Journal,
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Books received

Anaesthetic Nursing. By C. J. WALLACE. Pp. X1 278, illus-
trated. Pitman Medical, London, 1981. £14.95.

Slide Interpretation in Postgraduate Medicine. By P. S.
PARFREY AND J. CUNNINGHAM. Pp. 156, illustrated.
Oxford University Press, Oxford, Melbourne, Delhi, 1981.
£8.95.

Sports Fitness and Sports Injuries. Edited by THOMAS REILLY.
Pp. 293, illustrated. Faber & Faber, London, 1981.
£15.00 (cased), £9.95 (paperback).

You and Your Heart. How to Take Care of Your Heart for a
Long and Healthy Life. By PAUL KEZDI. Pp. 222, illustrated.
Penguin Books, London, 1981. £1.75.

Book reviews

Acute Geriatric Medicine
Edited by DAVIS COAKLEY. Pp. 290, illustrated. Croom
Helm, London, 1980. £14.95.

Here at last is a book on geriatric medicine, which can be
recommended to all those working in general medicine.
No chapters on such sordid subjects as incontinence or bed
sores. In the space of just under 300 pages there are 13
chapters on acute problems, such as septicaemia, hypo-
thermia, urological and arterial emergencies. The authors
include a 'mix' of consultant physicians in geriatrics, general
physicians and surgeons.
Each chapter is clearly set out with heading and references,

many of which are from 1979. This book should be read by
all doctors in general medicine especially those working for
MRCP.

Basic Psychotherapeutics. A Programmed Text

By C. WARNER JOHNSON, J. R. SNIBBE AND L. A. EVANS.
Pp. 597. MTP Press, Lancaster, 1980. f7.95.

The English reader may expect this book to be about psycho-
therapy but basic psychotherapeutics is taken here to cover
the whole gamut of clinical psychiatric practice. It is called
'A Programmed Text' because the book is designed to give
the reader repeated opportunities for self-audit as he goes
along. Across the Atlantic this kind of text is very popular
and, reading this book through, I can see why. It means that
the student goes at his own pace, has to grasp the meaning of
definitions and phenomena, check what he has absorbed and
understood against self-assessment exercises and is advised
to repeat his reading if he scores badly before proceeding to
the next part of the chapter. I didn't think the typeface used
was very attractive and there are quite a few typographical
slips but this was more than offset by the energetic and
stimulating design of the book overall. The opening chapters
on abbreviated psychological assessment, the mental state
examination, psychotherapy and pharmacological therapy
are lively and interesting, aiming not for great academic
detail but steering the reader towards an intelligent grasp of
these subjects as a whole. The information is presented in
such a way (with the self-assessments) that the reader has
constantly to scan and sift through what he is learning,
selecting the essential from the inessential and the authors
clearly demonstrate that this ability is something which can

be learned and not left to chance. These chapters and those
on consultation and referral are the book's strongest point
and for a junior doctor in training or a professional in an
allied discipline, the help given here towards becoming a
sensitive and balanced clinician, who can obtain the necessary
information quickly and competently but sustain a good
therapist/patient relationship at the same time, should be of
great value.

Chapters on specific disorders, the psychoses, addictions
and mental handicap, etc. are very vivid descriptively but
would not satisfy most English psychiatrists as to formal
diagnostic criteria. But again the book scores strongly with
its numerous brief case histories which the reader is then
invited to test himself on. Chapters on suicide, grief and
terminal illness are good.
On its own, this book would not be sufficient for the

MRCPsych. for example, because it does not go deeply
enough into an account of the varieties of mental illness.
However, linked with another text (and it is recommended
here that it goes with a sister volume, Basic Psychopathology:
A Programmed Text) which would supplement it from the
viewpoint of both the dynamic and organic range of psycho-
pathologies, the inexperienced practitioner should evolve
into a clinician with first-rate clinical acumen and that is why
I would strongly recommend it to junior staff in training. It
is very moderately priced and should certainly interest social
workers, psychiatric nurses and psychologists in training.

Basic Resuscitation and Primary Care

By F. WILSON AND W. G. PARK. Pp. ix+ 339. MTP Press,
Lancaster, 1980. £9.95.

The word 'basic' in this book's title is given two distinct
meanings in the preface. On the one hand it refers to the use
of simple and readily available equipment in resuscitation,
and in a second sense it limits the scope of the book to the
first 60 minutes of emergency treatment. Aimed at the newly
qualified doctor, the book falls into 4 sections. The first and
longest of these discusses the immediate treatment of a wide
range of emergency situations, from cardiac arrest, via such
items as heart failure, self poisoning and head injuries, to
conclude with the treatment of eclampsia and neonatal re-
suscitation. Section two, entitled 'practical ventilation', tells
how to perform manual ventilation, pass an endotracheal
tube, give a simple anaesthetic and treat respiratory failure.
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Typescripts. Two complete copies should be sent to the Editor, Postgraduate Medical Journal, Chandos House,
2 Queen Anne Street, London W1M 9LE. Papers should be typewritten on one side of the paper only, with a
Ij inch margin, and the lines should be double spaced. The paper should bear the name of the author(s)
with their degrees and the name of the laboratory or research institute where the work has been carried out.
The full address of the principal author should be given as a footnote.

The principal author must ensure that any co-authors listed agree to submission of the typescript. Any
written or illustrative material which has been or will be published elsewhere must be duly acknowledged and
accompanied by the written consent of the authors and publishers concerned.

Arrangement. Papers should be divided into: (a) Summary; (b) Introduction; (c) Materials and methods;
(d) Results; (e) Discussion; (f) Acknowledgments; (g) References.

References in the text. These should be made by giving the author's surname, with the year of publication in
parentheses. When reference is made to a work by three authors all names should be given when cited for the
first time, and thereafter only the first name, adding et al., e.g. Smith et al. (1958). The 'et al.' form should
always be used for works by four or more authors. If several papers by the same author and from the same
year are cited, a, b, c, etc., should be put after the year of publication, Smith et al. (1958a).

All references should be brought together at the end of the paper in alphabetical order giving (a) name(s) of all
the author(s) "et al." not acceptable here; (b) year of publication in parentheses; (c) title of paper in its
original form; (d) title ofjournal in full, underlined; (e) volume number, underlined; number of first page of
article. References to books and monographs should include (a) name(s) and initials of all author(s) or editor(s);
year of publication in parentheses, (b) title, underlined; (c) edition; (d) page referred to; (e) publisher;
(f) place. Authors should ensure that the listed references correspond exactly to those in the text. Authors
are responsible for the accuracy of their references.

Standard usage. The Concise Oxford English Dictionary is used as a reference for all spelling and hyphenation.
Verbs which contain the suffix -ize (-ise) and their derivatives should be spelt with the z. Statistics and measure-
ments should always be given in figures, i.e. 10 min, 20 hr, 5 ml, except where the number begins the sentence.
SI units should be used wherever possible. Papers should be written in the third person.

Figures. In the text Arabic numbers, e.g. Fig. 3, should be used. They should be marked on the backs with
the name(s) of the author(s) and the title of the paper. The top of each figure should be indicated with an arrow
on the reverse side. Each figure must bear a reference corresponding to a similar number in the text. Photo-
graphs and photomicrographs should be unmounted glossy prints and should not be retouched. Line diagrams
should be on separate sheets; they should be drawn with black Indian ink on white paper and should be twice
the size of the final reproduction. The originals of line diagrams, prepared as described above, may be sub-
mitted in photographs of similar size. The legends of all figures should be typed together on a single sheet of
paper headed 'Captions to Figures'.

Tables. These should be on separate sheets. The main heading should be in capitals with an arabic number,
e.g. TABLE 2. Each table must have a caption.

Page proofs will be submitted to the senior author for minor corrections and should be returned to the Editor
within 3 days. Major alterations to the text cannot be accepted.

Offprints. These may be purchased if ordered on the form which will be sent to the senior author with the
proofs.
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